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Tubular germanium (Ge) resistors are demonstrated by rolling-up thin Ge nanomembranes (NMs,

50 nm in thickness) with electrical contacts. The strain distribution of rolled-up Ge microtubes

along the radial direction is investigated and predicted by utilizing micro-Raman scattering

spectroscopy with two different excitation lasers. Electrical properties are characterized for both

unreleased GeNMs and released/rolled-up Ge microtubes. The conductivities of GeNMs signifi-

cantly decrease after rolling-up into tubular structures, which can be attributed to surface charging

states on the conductance, band bending, and piezo-resistance effect. When illuminated with a light

source, facilitated by the suppressed dark current of rolled-up Ge tubes, the corresponding signal-

to-noise ratio can be dramatically enhanced compared with that of planar GeNMs. Published by
AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4978692]

Advanced concepts in inorganic semiconductor nano-

membrane (NM) science and technology lead foundations

for emerging classes of three-dimensional tubular nano/

micro-architectonics.1–3 These tubular architectures, realized

by a rolled-up technique, are of interest due to their widely

innovative applications in energy storage,4 robotics,5,6 elec-

tronics/phonics,7–12 and optoelectronics.13 With elaborate

designs of geometry or surface chemistry during the rolling

up process, the corresponding physical properties and device

performances can be artificially tuned. For instance, tubular

infrared photodetectors are built up by rolled-up III–V NMs,

with broadband enhancements in coupling efficiencies,

which can be also tuned by the winding numbers of tubes.13

Photo/electro-luminescence devices have been demonstrated

in rolled-up III–V micro-tubes, wherein the corresponding

performances can be further tuned by the geometrics of

tubes.14,15 Tubular Si/SiGe heterojunctions are revealed by

the rolled-up technique, with the conductivity properties

strongly determined by surface charge-trapping states after

the rolling process.9,16

Nevertheless, germanium (Ge) NM based three dimen-

sional nano/micro-architectonics realized by a rolled-up

technique are rarely involved. The rolled-up technique can

introduce uniaxial tensile strain in Ge tubes,17 which may

provide a convenient approach for strain-engineering of Ge

nanomembrane structures, and thus could lead to infrared

light emission.18 Additionally, GeNMs are considered as

promising materials for flexible photodetectors due to their

superior mechanical properties and large absorption coeffi-

cient.19,20 Therefore, investigations of electronic or optoelec-

tronic properties of GeNMs under extremely bending

conditions are crucial.21,22 However, compressing the devi-

ces to a radius less than 100 lm by externally mechanical

bending remains a major challenge.8 Shaping GeNMs into

three dimensional nano/micro-architectonics with curved

profiles by the rolled-up technique would offer ideal plat-

forms for investigating their electronic or optoelectronic

properties under severely bending conditions, as the radius

of rolled-up GeNMs can easily reach to about 10 lm.17

Besides, Ge nanomaterials are proved to be extremely sus-

ceptible to strain/stress and surface chemistry,23,24 and con-

structing GeNM based three dimensional tubular devices and

understanding corresponding properties would play crucial

roles for their potential applications.

Motivated by these considerations, we focus on single-

crystalline GeNM based tubular resistors by the rolled-up

approach, and the corresponding electrical properties are

revealed in detail. A dramatic decrease in conductivity of a

rolled-up Ge tube is observed compared with that of planar

GeNM, which is attributed to the surface depletion, band

bending, and piezo-resistance effect. In order to estimate the

piezo-resistance effect, strain distribution of the rolled-up Ge

tube along the radial direction is probed and investigated by

Raman spectroscopy with two different excitation lasers.

Current-voltage (I–V) characteristics of rolled-up Ge tubes

and planar NMs (for comparison) are recorded by utilizing a

semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley 4200) at room

temperature. Furthermore, the optoelectronic response prop-

erties are studied with an irradiation laser (405 nm in wave-

length), which indicates that the decrease in conductivity is

facilitated to reduce the dark current, thus improving the

signal-to-noise ratio of GeNM based tubular photodetectors.

Fabrication of rolled-up Ge tubes and tubular resistors is

started with a cleaned (100) Ge-on-insulator (GOI) wafer

(purchased from IQE Silicon Compounds Ltd.), which
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consists of 50 nm top GeNM (phosphorus-doped with a dop-

ing concentration of about 5� 1017 cm�3), 200 nm buried

SiO2 layer, and silicon substrate. Photolithography and reac-

tive ion etching are utilized to pattern the top GeNM into

isolated island array. In order to achieve tubular structures,

long-sides of the pre-designed rectangular area for rolled-up

tubes (dashed rectangle in Fig. 1(c)) are defined to be parallel

to the h100i direction of the top Ge layer because the self-

rolling direction of single-crystalline semiconductor nano-

materials is mainly determined by the Young’s modulus.17,25

Then, second photolithography process is used to define the

electrode areas and channel of the tubular device. A stressor

layer of chromium (Cr, 20 nm in thickness) is deposited by

an e-beam evaporation system to form the initially stressed

hybrid Cr/Ge layers. Notably, this Cr layer serves as the

stressor layer for the rolling-up process, as well as the elec-

trodes of the tubular resistors. After lift-off, planar GeNM

based resistors are constructed, with the channel size of

2 lm� 20 lm, as shown in Figs. 1(a) (sketched) and 1(c)

(optical microscopy image). Immersing the obtained sample

into a 40% HF solution to selectively remove the sacrificial

layer, i.e., silicon oxide layer, and Cr/Ge hybrid layers

(dashed rectangle in Fig. 1(c)) would release and detach

from the substrate. Driven by the initial tensile stress in the

Cr layer, which is introduced during the deposition,26 Cr/Ge

hybrid layers roll up and form into a tubular structure, as

sketched in Fig. 1(b). It should be noted that the channel area

can also roll up, which is actuated by the two sides of elec-

trode areas even there is no stressor layer stacking on the

channel. The typical optical microscopy image of a rolled-up

Ge tubular resistor is shown in Fig. 1(d).

Previous studies have proved that strain can be intro-

duced into the curved films due to the bending effect.27,28

For example, wrinkled/buckled silicon NMs or GaAs nano-

ribbons with curved profiles are able to induce continuous

strain distributed in NMs.29,30 In our previous work, uniaxial

strain was also demonstrated in rolled-up Ge tubes, wherein

the strain values can be tuned by the diameters of the tubes.17

However, strain distribution along the depth of the tube-wall

is barely involved. Since strain/stress plays a crucial role in

modulating the electronic properties and band structures of

semiconductors,31,32 strain distribution along the radial

direction in a rolled-up tube is significant and essential to

understand the performances of tubular devices. In order to

analyse the strain distribution in rolled-up Ge tubes, micro-

Raman scattering measurements with two excitation lasers

are performed. A rolled-up Ge tube array shown in Fig. 2(a)

is fabricated under the same condition for constructing tubu-

lar devices, and the average diameter is measured to be about

10.8 lm.

It should be noted that the effective detection depth of

the Raman system is determined by the wavelength of the

excitation laser.33 As schematically illustrated in Fig. 2(b),

for the 532 nm laser, the penetration depth in Ge is calculated

to be about 17.3 nm. For the He-Cd laser with the wave-

length of 325 nm, however, only 8.7 nm can be penetrated,

which is much smaller than the thickness of GeNMs (50 nm)

utilized in this work. The excitation laser powers for both

two lasers of the utilized Raman system are tuned down to

50 lW to avoid the local heating effect.17 Typical Raman

spectrums of rolled-up Ge tubes obtained with 325 nm and

532 nm lasers are shown in Fig. 2(c). The corresponding

Raman shifts of Ge-Ge vibration modes are summarized in

Fig. 2(d). A distinct down-shift in Raman shifts detected by

the 325 nm laser is observed compared with that measured

by the 532 nm laser, with both peak positions lower than

those of unreleased GeNMs. We attribute this to the different

penetration depths for two excitation lasers, where only

surface signals can be detected for the 325 nm laser; thus,

more tensile components contribute to the corresponding

Raman spectrum.

Since strain in Ge can affect its electronic structure, the

differences between Raman peak positions of rolled-up Ge

tubes and bulk Ge are able to be used to monitor the strain

state in the Ge tube after releasing. Uniaxial strain (e) gener-

ated in rolled-up Ge tubes17 can be expressed as Dxbulk

¼�k� e, where Dxbulk is the difference of the Ge-Ge

Raman shifts of released Ge tube and unreleased GeNM, and

k¼ 0.646 represents a proportionality factor for uniaxial-

strained Ge.32 Therefore, strain distribution along the rolled-

up direction (i.e., [100] crystal orientation) excited by

325 nm and 523 nm lasers is calculated and plotted in Fig.

2(e) (black squares). Considering the strain variation

between the inner and outer surfaces of the tube can be

approximately assumed as linear,34 and also according to the

bending theory,27,28 the top and bottom surfaces of a bent

sheet are in tension and compression, respectively. Notably,

theoretical tensile and compressive strain components are

calculated to be about 0.5% at the outer (depth¼ 0 nm)

and �0.5% at inner (depth¼ 50 nm) surfaces, as shown in

Fig. 2(e), which are comparable with the predictions by

Raman scattering spectroscopy. Slight discrepancies between

experimental and theoretical results can be attributed to the

local heating effect even the excitation laser power is set

down to 0.05 mW with the spot size of 1 lm.

FIG. 1. (a) and (b) Schematic diagrams of GeNM based planar/tubular resis-

tors. (c) and (d) Optical microscopy images of typical planar/tubular resis-

tors. Magnified images show the channel area and chromium electrode areas

of GeNM based planar/tubular resistors.
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In order to investigate the electrical properties of rolled-

up Ge tubular resistors, I–V characteristics are measured.

Counterparts of unreleased GeNM based planer resistors are

also characterized for comparison. As shown in Fig. 3(a),

currents through rolled-up tubular resistors (marked with

Released Tube) are significantly suppressed compared with

those of planar GeNM based resistors (marked with

Unreleased NM). To verify the electrical transport occurring

in the rolled-up tube rather than the Ge/Si junction, which is

formed by collapsed GeNM stacking on the silicon substrate

after removal of the sacrificial layer, electrical transport

properties of the Ge/Si junction are examined by removing

the Ge tube (see the optical microscopy image in the right

inset of Fig. 3(a)). The obtained current, shown in the left

inset of Fig. 3(a), is more than three orders of magnitude

lower than that of Ge tube. Therefore, contributions to the

electrical transport of roll-up tubes from the Ge/Si junction

can be negligible.

To elucidate the physical mechanism underlying the

reduction in conductivity of the Ge tubular resistor, three fac-

tors are taken into consideration: (i) surface charging states

on the conductance;9,16 (ii) band bending due to the Fermi

level pinning of surface states;23 and (iii) piezo-resistance

effect.35 A previous study has theoretically pointed out that

carrier densities in rolled-up structures could be strongly

affected by the surface charged states. Under certain condi-

tions, the channel can even be entirely depleted and becomes

nonconductive.16 Different from unreleased Cr/Ge hybrid

layers, a high density of surface states would be generated at

both outer and inner surfaces of the tube-wall of the released

tubes, which can act as charge traps.9 Consequently, the

effective conducting layer will be shrunken and sandwiched

by two depletion layers as schematically illustrated in the top

panel of Fig. 3(b), thus leading to decreased conductivity in

rolled-up Ge tubes. Additionally, accumulated surface/inter-

face states are proved to be able to induce upward band bend-

ing in n-type Ge.23 Since the high density of surface states

can be generated at both inner and outer surfaces of the Ge

tube-wall after rolling-up process,9 the barrier height between

Ge and Cr would compliantly increase, as sketched in the bot-

tom panel of Fig. 3(b). Hence, the current flowing through

the rolled-up Ge channel could be further decreased.

Except for the above two factors, the piezo-resistance

effect in Ge, predicted by Smith,35 also affects the electrical

properties of tubular resistors, wherein compressive strain

along the [100] crystal orientation has been demonstrated at

the inner surface of rolled-up Ge tubes (see Fig. 2(e)). It

should be pointed out that the carrier transport direction,

e.g., the channel direction, is along the [010] crystal orienta-

tion, as shown in Fig. 1, which is perpendicular to the strain

direction, i.e., [100]. Therefore, the change in resistivity

(Dq) should be expressed as Dq¼X*q0*p12, where X repre-

sents the applied stress at the inner surface of the Ge tube,

FIG. 2. (a) Optical microscopy image

of the released Ge tube array, and a typi-

cal Ge microtube observed by the scan-

ning electron microscope is shown in

the inset. (b) Schematics of the penetra-

tion depth on rolled-up Ge tube excited

by two lasers with the wavelengths of

325 nm and 532 nm, respectively. (c)

Typical Raman spectra with two excited

lasers obtained from the rolled-up Ge

tube. The Raman shift of bulk GeNM is

highlighted for comparison. (d) Raman

shift peak positions with two excitation

lasers obtained from the rolled-up Ge

tube. (e) Experimental strain distribution

and theoretical prediction along the

radial direction.

FIG. 3. (a) Current-voltage characteristics of unreleased GeNMs and

released Ge tubular resistors. The optical image and electrical property of

the collapsed GeNM-Si substrate (Ge/Si) junction after removing the tube

are shown in the right and left insets, respectively. Scale bar is 50 lm. (b)

Schematic illustration of the depletion layer of GeNM and the rolled-up Ge

tube due to charge trapping by surface states. Bottom: Band edge alignment

of GeNM resistor and band bending of released Ge tube due to the Fermi

level pinning of surface states.
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which is negative for the inner surface of our tubular resis-

tors. p12 is the transverse piezo-resistance coefficient in n-

type Ge, which is demonstrated to be negative in Ref. 35. q0

is the resistivity under zero stress. Obviously, Dq is esti-

mated to be positive, which indicates that the resistivity in

Ge tubular resistors is enhanced by compressive strain at the

inner surface. In brief, all the above three factors would syn-

ergistically contribute to the decrease in conductivity of the

Ge tubular resistor. Notably, enhanced surface states after

rolling-up are considered to play a dominant role, since they

could act as charge traps that deplete the conductive layer

and also enhance the barrier height by band bending.

The ability to naturally functionalize rolled-up Ge

tubular resistors into state-of-the art optoelectronic devices

represents an essential, defining characteristic of these three

dimensional architectures. The unique advantage can be

offered by rolled-up Ge microtubes for the application in

photoconductive devices, as the related dark current is dis-

tinctly suppressed. I-V characteristics of unreleased GeNM

and released Ge tubes under light illumination are explored,

as shown in Fig. 4. The light source was provided by a

405 nm laser with the diameter of beam size and light power

of about 200 lm and 100 mW, respectively. It can be found

that the difference between currents with and without light

illumination for the released Ge tube (2.67 lA biased at 2 V)

is much smaller than that for unreleased GeNM (72.9 lA

biased at 2 V). Under the light illumination, currents increase

due to the increment of photon-generated carrier densities.

However, for the released Ge tube, more surface states will

trap the excited carriers, thus inducing a diminishment in

photocurrent. In spite of this, a distinctly enhanced signal-to-

noise ratio, defined as the ratio of photocurrent and dark cur-

rent, can be observed for the rolled-up Ge tube (about 220%

biased at 2 V) compared with that of unreleased GeNM (13%

biased at 2 V) as shown in Fig. 4, which can be attributed to

the significant reduction in dark current.

In summary, GeNMs based tubular resistors are demon-

strated by a rolling-up technique. Micro-Raman scattering

spectroscopy with two different excitation lasers is performed

to investigate the strain distribution in rolled-up Ge micro-

tubes along the radial direction. Exceptional transport proper-

ties in rolled-up germanium tubes with significantly

decreased conductivities are observed, which can be attrib-

uted to surface trapping states, band bending, and piezo-

resistance effect. The combination of three dimensional tubu-

lar geometry, exceptional electrical properties, and enhanced

signal-to-noise ratio under light illumination may render the

presented rolled-up Ge microtubes as good candidates for the

applications in three dimensional electronic components,

microfluidic sensors, and photodetections.
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